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Chapter 1461: Ling Feng 

Tiderain City was a border-most county of River Eternal Imperial City. 

An imperial city bordering on River Eternal Imperial City was Eminent Orchid Imperial City. 

These two imperial cities belonged to different forces. River Eternal Imperial City belonged to a human 

race heavenly emperor force, while Eminent Orchid Imperial City belonged to a fiend race heavenly 

emperor force. 

The two imperial cities were mortal enemies, warring year-round, countless deaths and casualties. 

At this time, in a dense forest outside Tiderain City, there was a small team of human martial artists who 

were currently patrolling. 

Although these martial artists were Deity Realm powerhouses, each and every one of them was well-

trained, wore standardized clothes, and had good coordination between their actions; not sloppy like 

those ordinary martial artists. 

“Captain, Lord Centurion is too biased. Why are the patrol missions assigned to our team each time 

always this kind of desolate place?” 

“Yeah. At this rate, how will we make military achievements?” 

“Captain, could it be that we’re just going to swallow our pride and endure in silence like this?” 

... 

During the patrol, a group of Grotto Profound Realm soldiers was grumbling non-stop. 

The target they were complaining to was an initial-stage Heaven Glimpse officer. 

“All shut up for me! We’re all soldiers, not free and unruly cultivators! Wherever the senior officer wants 

us to go, we’ll go where. Where do you all have so much nonsense from?” the officer yelled coldly. 

Sure enough, the moment he flared up, the others immediately shriveled up. 

After a while, a soldier asked again, “Captain, we’re feeling sour for you! In terms of strength, in terms 

of qualifications, you’re stronger than Liu Changkong that fellow. On what basis that the credit each 

time is taken by him? Isn’t it just because he’s the centurion’s brother-in-law?” 

The officer’s face turned cold and he said in a cold voice, “These words, they can come out of your 

mouth and enter my ears! Keep talking nonsense about the platoon leader’s wrong and you’ll be 

punished by military law!” 

That soldier spat out his tongue and did not say anything any longer. 

“Mn? There’s someone!” 
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The officer suddenly felt alarm bells go off in his heart, immediately making a hand gesture, having 

everyone be on guard. 

These people wandered the borders of life and death all year round and were very alert to danger. 

If there was a little movement ahead, they would be able to detect it. 

The cooperation between this small team’s members was very tacit, immediately turning into several 

afterimages, encircling over toward the target. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Several figures landed on an open space. Seeing the situation here, they all had stunned looks. 

A young man who looked in his twenties was currently roasting a rabbit. 

A wisp of fragrance drifted by. The few people’s salivae all could not resist dripping down. 

Seeing these few people suddenly appear, the young man did not look the least bit surprised at all, but 

instead smiled and said, “Officers seem to be patrolling, you’ve worked hard. Want to try it?” 

When the officer saw that it was a human race young man, his nervous emotion also relaxed. 

This young man’s realm was not low. He was already initial-stage Heaven Glimpse. But it was very 

disdainful in the officer’s eyes. 

In his view, this young man was definitely a disciple of a large family in the inner-city coming out to train 

and temper without knowing the immensity of heaven and earth. 

This guy actually took this place to be his own home’s backyard garden, roasting a rabbit here to eat. He 

really did not know how the word death was written. 

“Do you know what place this is?” The officer did not buy it in the slightest and questioned with a cold 

snort. 

The young man tore off a piece of rabbit meat, took two bites, and said smilingly, “I really don’t know 

what place this place is.” 

The officer’s brows furrowed, clearly disliking the young man very much. 

Such a flippant fellow, served him right to die here. 

Boom! 

The officer raised his hand and dealt a palm, directly blasting the grilling rack to residue. 

“Humph! The back of this large mountain is the territory of the fiend race. You actually dared to roast 

rabbit meat here and eat, really don’t know how the word death is written! If you don’t want to die, 

immediately get lost for me right now!” said the officer with a cold snort. 

Although this young man’s realm was more or less the same as his, he did not take this young man 

seriously at all. 



These soldiers who fought at close quarters with the fiend race all year round, wandered the borders of 

life and death year in and year out, and were much stronger than same rank martial artists. 

This young man was a young master who had never seen the world before with one glance. Going on 

the battlefield and getting surrounded by a few Grotto Profound Realm fiends, he might be ground to 

death. 

The officer was originally displeased with the young man already. This kind of courting death action 

might very likely attract the enemy. He even thought that the other party would get angry, then he 

would take the chance to teach the other party a lesson. 

Not only did the young man not get angry, but he also grinned instead and said, “You said that opposite 

is the fiend race’s territory? Heh, great, this forest is too vast, I lost my way inside and even thought that 

I went the wrong direction. I didn’t expect that I found it by stumbling about blindly. Oh, right, which 

army are you all from? Do you still take people or not?” 

“Hahaha ... with just the likes of you, you wouldn’t survive past ten breaths going on the battlefield, still 

want to join us?” 

“Don’t look at how you’re initial-stage Heaven Glimpse; the ten of us attacking you together can bring 

you down. Do you believe that?” 

“Kid, go back where you came from. A flower in a greenhouse like you isn’t suited to come to this kind of 

place!” 

... 

The young man’s words immediately aroused a wave of loud guffaws from the team members. 

The officer shot him a glance rather surprisedly and said, “What’s your name? Why do you want to join 

the army?” 

The young man smiled and said, “I’m called Ye Yuan! Heard that the fiend race experts’ evil doings know 

no limits, wreaking havoc in River Eternal Imperial City. I also want to contribute to the human race.” 

This young man was none other than precisely the Ye Yuan who rushed to River Eternal Imperial City 

from far away! 

At this time, three years had already passed since Ye Yuan escaped from Wu Meng Capital City. 

And River Eternal Imperial City was precisely Ye Yuan’s destination. 

If Ye Yuan wanted to find Qin Xiao to take revenge, he had to increase his strength quickly. 

And the best way to increase his strength was naturally to engage in battles. 

Hence, under Dustless’s suggestion, Ye Yuan came to the intersection of the human and fiend, two great 

heavenly emperors’ territories, which was this River Eternal Imperial City. 

And Eminent Orchid Imperial City precisely belonged under Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang command! 



Ye Yuan coming to this side was also hoping to investigate regarding Heavenly Empyrean Immortal 

Grove, as well as information about the main culprit behind sending Kanuo into the Immortal Grove 

World back then. 

Arriving in this region, Ye Yuan naturally did not dare to ride his sword and fly, blatantly seeking 

publicity. 

Once he attracted the fiend race’s powerhouses, he would die without even knowing how he died. 

Therefore, he lost his way in this dense forest. 

He did not expect that he just happened to run into this team patrolling. 

The officer patted Ye Yuan’s shoulder and said, “Not bad, kid, got guts! But ... got to have strength too! 

Don’t look at how your realm is similar to mine, do you believe that I can take you down with one move 

or not?” 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered to argue over it with him either, saying with a smile, “Huhu, can tell that 

Elder Brother’s strength is formidable! But, got to at least give me a chance to train and experience too, 

no?” 

These words were not flattery either. He could feel that this officer’s vitality was powerful, divine 

essence condensed. His strength likely far surpassed those in the same rank. 

The officer thought about it and felt that what Ye Yuan said was reasonable too, saying with a nod, 

“Fine, then you go back to the barracks with us. But, I’ll get the unpleasantness out of the way first, 

joining the military camp requires a test. Whether or not you can pass will depend on you.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “That’s of course!” 

The officer nodded and said, “I’m called Ling Feng, you can call me Captain Ling.” 

While talking, Ling Feng’s expression changed. A hundred figures dashed out of the dense forest, 

immediately surrounding their team! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1462: Completely Annihilated 

A group of soldiers dressed in black armor surrounded Ye Yuan and the rest. 

Fiendish energy surged on these people’s bodies. They were actually all fiend race powerhouses. 

“Jeje, there’s actually someone who lit a fire near Fiend Calling Ridge, really heedless of the 

consequences!” 

“Turns out it’s a human race’s small squad. No matter how small the mosquito, it’s meat too. Annihilate 

them all.” 

Ling Feng’s expression became dark. He did not expect to actually be able to bump into the fiend race’s 

squad in this area. Furthermore, it was five in one go! 

The other party had five Heaven Glimpse Realm existences. Clearly, it was five fiend race squads. 
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But when the other human soldiers heard, they all could not resist glaring at Ye Yuan. 

If not for Ye Yuan courting death and starting a fire and roasting meat, it also would not draw the fiend 

race squads. 

“Damn fellow, you’re still in the mood to eat barbecue!” A human soldier gritted his teeth in anger. 

Being surrounded by the fiend race squads, Ye Yuan’s first reaction was not to be scared but to hastily 

eat the rabbit meat. 

This action made the human squad members gnash their teeth in hatred even more. 

Ling Feng said in a solemn voice, “Don’t talk nonsense anymore! The situation is not quite right. The 

Fiend Calling Ridge has a huge natural moat with a strange metamagnetic field existing there. Even if 

peak Origin Magnetic Field powerhouses descended from the natural moat area, they would fall and be 

smashed to pieces too! Logically speaking, the fiend race squads will not appear here. There must be 

some conspiracy involved! Zhao Bin, your movement technique is the fastest. In a while, we’ll break 

through toward the southwest direction. Everyone cover him to charge out, let him go back and report!” 

“Captain, I’m not going ...” 

“Shut up, this is an order! If you don’t want us to die in vain, bring this intel back!” Zhao Bin was just 

about to speak when Ling Feng yelled fiercely. 

At this time, a fiend race’s captain sneered coldly and said, “You’re very smart. We’ve already found the 

way to overcome the metamagnetic field. The battalion will charge over from this side very soon. At that 

time, Tiderain City is ours! As for you all ... all of you can forget about leaving!” 

Ling Feng’s expression flickered incessantly. This intel was a bolt out of the blue to Tiderain City. 

Fiend Calling Ridge this region did not only have large numbers of Three-star fierce beasts existing, but 

the back of the mountain also had a 100 thousand miles long natural moat. 

Inside this natural moat existed a natural metamagnetic field. Unless one reached the Divine Lord 

Realm, otherwise, there was completely no way to cross. It was Tiderain City’s natural protective 

defense. 

Hence, each time they patrolled, this side was all routine business. Everyone came over to walk one 

round and then went back. 

But now, the fiend race actually found a way to avoid those fierce beasts. This was not some good news 

for the human race. 

A hint of decisiveness flashed across in Ling Feng’s eyes and he said in a cold voice, “What needs to be 

done, don’t need me to teach you guys, right?” 

“Understood!” A glimmer of solemness and melancholy flashed across the others’ faces as they 

responded. 



After that, Ling Feng’s gaze looked towards the Ye Yuan who was currently gnawing on rabbit meat 

again, his expression slightly complicated as he said, “Kid, in a while, good luck to you! Whether or not 

you can survive will depend on your fortunes.” 

At this time, Ye Yuan finally finished gnawing on the rabbit meat in his hands and belched satisfactorily, 

smiling and saying, “Relax, I can take good care of myself.” 

“Jeje, there’s actually still an idiot on the human’s side.” 

“Huhu, this kid probably still hasn’t figured out the situation, right?” 

“Mu Feng, leave that kid to you, finish the fight fast!” 

“Relax, dealing with this kind of rookie, three moves is enough!” 

The fiend race’s group clearly discerned that Ye Yuan was not the same party as those human soldiers. 

Their vision was the same as Ling Feng, feeling that Ye Yuan was some large family clan’s disciple with 

one glance. Although his realm was high, he could not take a single hit at all. 

Mu Feng slowly stepped out of the ranks, looking at Ye Yuan with an amused look as he said with a cold 

smile, “Kid, your flesh and blood is pretty good. Just nice, it can give your Grandpa Mu Feng to cultivate. 

Rest assured, Grandpa Mu Feng’s blow is very light and won’t let you feel pain.” 

The flesh and blood of human powerhouses was a great tonic to the fiend race. 

Many fiend race cultivation methods borrowed the power of flesh and blood to cultivate. 

Precisely because so that fiend race powerhouses liked to carry out slaughter against human 

powerhouses. 

“Careful, concealed weapon!” Ye Yuan smiled strangely, the remaining bone in his hand flying out 

directly. 

Whoosh! 

Mu Feng, who was currently being pleased with himself, did not expect Ye Yuan to attack when he said 

so. 

He instinctively wanted to avoid it, but that bone’s speed was too fast. He actually could not avoid it in 

time! 

Slap! 

That bone struck Mu Feng’s face without deviation. 

A greasy feeling immediately made Mu Feng burn with rage. 

“Hahaha!” 

This scene immediately incurred a bout of loud laughter. 

A bone naturally would not cause any damage to Mu Feng. But in front of so many people, where would 

he put his face?! 



Ye Yuan let out a sigh and said, “Sigh, already asked you to be careful, why were you still so careless?” 

Mu Feng’s teeth chattered from gnashing, clearly already infuriated to the extreme. 

“Good! Very good! Kid, Grandpa Mu Feng will let you know what’s called a life worse than death!” Mu 

Feng said in a cold voice. 

“Stop playing, attack together, eradicate them!” said another captain in a cold voice. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Five fiend race squads, several dozen people rushed over at the same time, the impetus was quite 

astonishing. 

Ling Feng’s expression changed, the smile from before immediately disappeared without a trace as he 

bellowed, “Kill!” 

This team of around ten people protected that soldier called Zhao Bin in the middle, desperately 

breaking through to the outside. 

But how could those fiend race soldiers give them the chance? 

The remaining four fiend race captains burst forth, all charging towards Ling Feng. 

The fiend race warriors were powerhouses to begin with. Ling Feng fighting four-on-one immediately 

felt a pressure that could topple mountains and overturn the seas. 

Ling Feng already mustered up divine essence, prepared to meet the enemy. 

But right at this time, those four fiend race captains suddenly directly exploded before his eyes, even the 

fiendish essence did not escape. 

Ling Feng was utterly dumbstruck with amazement. What happened? 

Suddenly, Ling Feng’s entire body trembled, looking over in Ye Yuan’s direction, discovering that the Mu 

Feng opposite him was already nowhere to be found too, without even leaving behind dregs. 

Could it ... Could it be done by him? 

Impossible! 

How could an initial-stage Heaven Glimpse possible one-shot five fiend race captains? 

Forget about Ye Yuan, even their centurion could not possibly do this either! 

However, apart from these five people, there were still quite a number of fiend race soldiers. Ling Feng 

just was just slightly absent-minded for a moment, then joined the camp of slaughtering those fiends. 

“You fiend dogs, to dare profane my human race, die!” 

At this time, Ye Yuan shouted loudly and joined the group battle too. 

This time, Ling Feng saw Ye Yuan attack, immediately feeling his eyes light up. 

You don’t say, his strength was really not weak. 



But, to say insta-killing four great fiend race captains in one move, that was clearly impossible. 

Two might Heaven Glimpse powerhouses facing a bunch of Grotto Profound Realm fiends, that was 

naturally a massacre. 

Ye Yuan’s movement technique was exceedingly fast. Those fiends who wanted to escape were directly 

slaughtered clean by him. 

This battle’s reversal was too sudden. Everyone originally harbored the resolve of certain death. In the 

end, the other party was completely annihilated in a blink of an eye ... 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1463: Investigation 

Seeing this battle result, Ling Feng was somewhat dazed too. 

It was seriously too unexpected, making him have a feeling like he was dreaming. 

Five great Heaven Glimpse powerhouses instantly all annihilated, the battle situation reversing instantly. 

He did not understand what happened at all. 

“Haha, Captain, we actually didn’t die!” 

“Wonder which senior made a move, to actually directly insta-kill five fiend race captains.” 

“I was scared until my hands were shaking a little just now. Didn’t expect that in a blink, they were all 

wiped out. Really awesome!” 

... 

The soldiers were all incomparably excited. This feeling of surviving a disaster was really too good. 

They had long become indifferent to life and death already, but it did not mean that they were willing to 

go and die. 

Ling Feng’s face also revealed a look of joy as he said with a smile, “Zhao Bin, Wang Long, the few of you 

go and gather up the spoils of war. This place isn’t suited to stay for long, let’s hurry up and leave.” 

“Alright!” The few people voiced their assent, going to collect the spoils of war gleefully. 

Ling Feng came to Ye Yuan’s side and smiled as he patted his shoulder and said, “Kid, good skills! I 

apologize to you, it was me who looked down on you previously.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Captain Ling is really formidable, this Ye admires!” 

Ye Yuan did not expect that this Ling Feng was very open and forthright, directly apologizing to him. 

But this Ling Feng’s strength was indeed very powerful. Even fighting one-on-one with those fiend race 

captains, he probably would not fall into a disadvantage either. 

Ling Feng smiled as he waved his hand and said, “This was all trained in the battlefield. Your foundation 

is much better than mine. Your strength in the future will definitely be above mine. Oh, right, did you 

see clearly just now, who was it that took action to kill those five fiend race captains?” 
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Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said, “I don’t know either. That Mu Feng was just about to attack 

me when his entire person exploded.” 

Ling Feng’s eyes revealed a disappointed look and said, “Looks like it was a passing human race 

powerhouse who couldn’t endure the sight of it, and he made a move to help us. To be able to instantly 

one-shot five fiend race captains, I’m afraid that he’s at the very least an Origin Deity Realm 

powerhouse!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “It should be like this.” 

The battle previously, all the fiend race soldiers’ targets were all placed on Ling Feng and the rest, 

resulting in no one paying attention to Ye Yuan at all. 

That Mu Feng did not have the slightest strength to retaliate in front of Ye Yuan and was instantly one-

shotted. 

After that, Ye Yuan released four Sundering Stars in an instant, eradicating the other four fiend race 

captains. 

However, Ye Yuan did not plan on displaying his strength in front of Ling Feng. Because experts on the 

battlefield were too many. It was better to keep a low-profile. 

The war between the two imperial cities, Grotto Profound Deity Realm experts could only be ordinary 

soldiers. Even initial-stage Heaven Glimpse powerhouses were merely just a small captain too. 

The cruelty and dangers on the battlefield could be seen at a glance. 

Ye Yuan was strong among martial artists in the same rank. But with his current strength, once he ran 

into grand completion Heaven Glimpse, even Origin Deity Realm powerhouses, that would be 

dangerous. 

The more high-profile on the battlefield, the faster one died. 

“Captain, the battlefield is cleaned up. Heh, our harvest in this fight isn’t small!” 

Everyone gathered up the spoils of war, each and every one of the faces very pleased. 

Military exploits in the army were calculated according to the fiend race tokens they obtained. 

Their squad exterminating five fiend race squads all at once this time, it was a considerable military 

achievement. 

As for storage rings, these spoils of war, it all belonged to the individual. 

But the army on the human race’s side had strict orders not to practice the fiend race’s cultivation 

methods and some taboo medicinal pills. Otherwise, kill without mercy! 

Apart from this, with these military exploits, everyone could even obtain better cultivation resources, 

using them to improve their strength. 



Ling Feng nodded his head and said, “Let’s hurry up and go! Just now, that fiend race captain said, 

there’s still a battalion coming from behind. It’s likely going to ambush Tiderain City. Let’s hurry back to 

report the news. Younger Brother Ye, since you want to join the army, then go back together with us.” 

The strength that Ye Yuan displayed obtained Ling Feng’s recognition. He was also much more courteous 

when speaking. 

But Ye Yuan fell silent for a moment and did not reply immediately. 

Ling Feng was slightly surprised as he said, “Why? Does Younger Brother Ye have any concerns?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Not really concerns, but I feel that we should split into two paths right now.” 

The moment Ling Feng heard, he could not help becoming interested and asked, “Oh? What idea do you 

have?” 

Ye Yuan said, “Whether what those fiend race captains said is true or not is still to be confirmed. After 

all, we didn’t see it with our own eyes. Also, what kind of method the fiend race used to cross the Fiend 

Calling Ridge, this intel should all be investigated clearly. If we know their methods, perhaps we can 

imitate them and give him a huge surprise. Therefore, I feel that we should split one force to go back 

and report, the other force to continue deep into the Fiend Calling Ridge and investigate thoroughly.” 

Ye Yuan said this and discovered that everyone all strange gazes to look at him. 

“Look at me like that for what? Do I have flowers on my face?” Ye Yuan touched his nose and said 

innocently. 

Ling Feng looked at Ye Yuan with eyes like looking at a monster and sighed with admiration as he said, 

“Younger Brother Ye truly has the style of a great general. These things, I never considered them. You 

thought it out comprehensively! What you said is right, they aren’t prepared right now, us going to 

investigate the intel is the most suitable. Zhao Bin, you return to the city right now and bring the news 

over here back. The others follow me to Fiend Calling Ridge!” 

The others also looked at Ye Yuan with admiration. They discovered that they all underestimated this 

young man. 

They all regarded themselves as foot soldiers, only minding their own business. 

While Ye Yuan could consider problems from the height of the overall situation. This manner was not 

what they could compare to. 

Zhao Bin was just about to leave, but Ye Yuan said, “Captain Ling, let them all go back. Fiend Calling 

Ridge, just the two of us go!” 

“Mn?” 

“We’re going to investigate, not fight it out. Numbers might be easier to expose instead. If we’re really 

discovered, it’s easier for the two of us to want to escape instead,” Ye Yuan explained. 



Ling Feng thought about it and said with a nod, “What Younger Brother Ye said is true, but ... better I go 

alone then. Younger Brother, Ye, you go back together with them. You aren’t considered a member of 

the army yet currently, making you go and take risks isn’t too appropriate.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Since this Ye ran into everyone, I need to join with some display of loyalty too. 

My movement technique is still alright, I won’t drag Captain Ling down.” 

Ling Feng mused for a moment and said with a nod, “Okay, Younger Brother Ye is righteous, then we’ll 

act together. Zhao Bin, you bring the others back.” 

But Zhao Bin and the rest were indignant and grumbled, “Captain, my movement technique is passable 

too, let me go together with you.” 

“Captain, I’m following you too!” 

“I’ll go too!” 

... 

Ling Feng’s face fell and he said, “All shut up for me! This is an order, all get lost for me!” 

Seeing Ling Feng really flared up, the others did not dare to shoot their mouth off anymore, all leaving 

awkwardly. 

“This bunch of bastards, one day of not scolding them and they will feel uncomfortable all over!” Ling 

Feng scolded with a smile. 

Ye Yuan smiled too and said, “All are a bunch of good brothers, they are worried about your safety.” 

Ling Feng chuckled and said, “Why wouldn’t I know? But what you said is right, this kind of thing, they’ll 

drag us down if they went too. Let’s go!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and followed after him. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1464: Jumping off a Cliff 

In the dense forest, two figures were currently shuttling through at high speed. 

Along the way, Ling Feng also had the intention of testing Ye Yuan, deliberately speeding up his 

footsteps. 

Moving through inside this dense forest, just movement technique being fast was useless. It had an 

extremely high requirement for the martial artist’s responsiveness. 

Ling Feng they all patrolled this area all year round and were very familiar with the terrain here. Hence, 

his speed was also particularly fast. 

He urged his speed to the limits and sprinted wildly for a long way, thinking in his mind that he shook Ye 

Yuan off a certain distance before slowing down his footsteps. 

But when he turned around to look, he could not help getting startled. 
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Ye Yuan was like a ghost and had actually been following not far behind him all along. 

This shock was by no means insignificant! 

He actually completely did not sense Ye Yuan’s existence earlier. 

If Ye Yuan dealt him a sword from behind, he would already be a corpse at this time! 

Seeing Ling Feng’s expression, Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I said before, my movement technique is still 

alright, I won’t hold you back.” 

Ling Feng smiled rather embarrassedly and said, “Younger Brother Ye has fine skills, this Ling really made 

an error of judgment.” 

He discovered that he really underestimated Ye Yuan. At least in this dense forest, to be able to keep up 

with him noiselessly, it was absolutely not what the average initial-stage Heaven Glimpse could 

accomplish. 

Just based on this, Ye Yuan had the qualifications to enter the army. 

With Ye Yuan’s skill, he would absolutely be an expert in going to investigate enemy intel. 

Ling Feng was very familiar with the route, bringing Ye Yuan to make a big detour, finally climbing up to 

the Fiend Calling Ridge’s summit. 

The spectacular scenery before their eyes also shook Ye Yuan’s heart. 

Ahead was a 100 thousand foot wide cliff, below the precipice deep until the bottom could not be seen. 

This was a natural moat insurmountable by an individual’s strength! 

Furthermore, after Ye Yuan reached the summit, he immediately felt his footsteps become much 

heavier. 

A powerful gravitational field made him, this Heaven Glimpse Realm powerhouse, somewhat struggle to 

walk too. 

This natural moat was really extraordinary as if done by gods. 

“The gravitational field here isn’t the strongest yet. The more towards the middle of this natural chasm, 

the stronger the gravity! Therefore, this natural chasm cannot be crossed at all. Really don’t know how 

those fiends came over,” Ling Feng said rather perplexedly. 

Ye Yuan said, “We made a big detour. There are probably several dozen miles away from the place they 

crossed the natural moat. Now, let’s be more careful and draw closer there.” 

Ling Feng nodded his head, drawing new to the place where the fiend race crossed the natural chasm. 

The two people cautiously passed through several dozen miles. Finally, their gazes turned intent, looking 

at the 100 thousand foot great canyon in astonishment. 

Only to see that inside that great canyon, a flying boat that could carry several dozen people was 

currently slowly flying. 



That flying boat actually suspended in midair and did not drop down. It was currently transporting fiend 

race soldiers batch by batch, flying over to the human race’s side. 

The only shortcoming was that this flying boat was not large. It looked like it could only transport five to 

six squads each time. 

Reckon that those fiend race soldiers Ye Yuan they all ran into was the first batch sent over. 

“They can actually fly above this natural moat! This ... this is too astounding! Luckily we ran into that 

batch of fiend race soldiers. Otherwise this time, Tiderain City definitely can’t be defended!” Ling Feng 

lowered his voice and said. 

Ye Yuan did not speak, gaze staring at that flying boat, an appearance as if he was absorbed in thought. 

Ling Feng continued, “No way, got to bring this news back to Tiderain City. Otherwise, when the fiend 

race army is finished assembling, Tiderain City will be attacked from both front and rear!” 

With this flying boat, the fiend race would be able to send troops over to the Fiend Calling Ridge’s side 

unceasingly. 

At that time, with a two-pronged pincer attack, Tiderain City would face an even greater threat. 

Therefore, Ling Feng already could not wait to return to Tiderain City and report this major intelligence 

to Tiderain City. 

But at this time, a fiend race powerhouses currently had his brows tightly knitted several miles away 

from Ling Feng duo. 

The aura on this fiend was very powerful, giving people an extremely strong sense of oppression. 

This was the leader of this fiend race army, Xiu Lie, a half-stop Divine Lord Realm powerhouse. 

“Those few squads’ people are all not back yet?” Xiu Lie said in a deep voice. 

“Replying Your Excellency, there’s no news yet! Those few squads seemed to have lost contact,” an 

Origin Deity Realm subordinate said. 

Xiu Lie’s brows knitted even tighter as he muttered to himself, “Could it be that they encountered the 

human race’s army? This is impossible! According to our intel, Fiend Calling Ridge this area, Tiderain 

City’s army very rarely comes over. Send people to go and inquire about the intel again and search for 

those few teams’ whereabouts. I want to see the person if alive, the corpse if dead!” 

“Yes, Your Excellency!” The subordinate answered and left. 

Xiu Lie paced around continuously, clearly somewhat irritable. 

Crossing the Fiend Calling Ridge’s natural moat this time was a several decades long grand plan that the 

fiend race planned and prepared for. There could not be the slightest accident. 

At that time, when celestial soldiers descended from the heavens[1], Tiderain City would surely be 

breached! 



As long as Tiderain City was breached, the fiend race army would be able to march straight in without 

resistance. 

But Xiu Lie never thought that they were actually thwarted at the very beginning this time. The few 

squads sent out to inquire about information actually disappeared without a sound! 

Not long after, the subordinate came to report once again. 

“Your Excellency, those few squads seemed to have evaporated into thin air, without any traces at all! I 

sent several dozen teams to go out and investigate but didn’t discover their figures. But ... a team 

discovered some traces of fighting in the dense forest ...” 

Xiu Lie’s expression was grim until it was almost going to drip water and he said, “To be able to dispose 

of five squads without a sound, it’s probably a human race expert! Not good, they might be spying on 

the military situation in the vicinity! Immediately dispatch everyone who came over to conduct a carpet 

search in the vicinity! Also, you, call on some commanders over for me. The arrival’s strength is likely not 

weak. Once any activities are discovered, immediately rush over and kill without mercy!” 

“Yes, Your Excellency!” 

Xiu Lie gritted his teeth and said, “Damn it, how can it be so coincidental? Now that they’re spying on 

the military situation right now and didn’t send the news back to Tiderain City!” 

The fiend race’s movements here were huge. Powerful auras were faintly perceptible, starting to 

conduct searches in the vicinity. 

Ye Yuan said softly, “Go, they probably discovered that those few squads went missing and already 

suspect that somebody sneaked in.” 

Ling Feng nodded and brought Ye Yuan to quietly withdraw. 

“Scree!” 

Suddenly a clear eagle sound echoed out in the air. 

Ling Feng lifted his head to look when he heard this sound and his expression could not help changing 

drastically! 

“Not good! It’s the Devil Blood Eagle raised by the fiend race! It’s the most sensitive to the human race’s 

scent! We ... We can’t escape anymore!” 

Ling Feng’s complexion was ashen, his eyes actually lost all hope. 

“The Devil Blood Eagle discovered humans! They are currently escaping in the southwest direction!’ 

suddenly someone among the fiends exclaimed. 

When Xie Lie heard this voice, his gaze turned dark, his figure moving explosively, speeding over in the 

southwest direction. 

Several powerful auras engulfed everything and swept over like the tide. 



Especially Xiu Lie, even with the gravitational field’s interference, his speed was also swift to the 

extreme. 

At this time, Ye Yuan’s inner-heart had broken down too. Under the powerful gravitational field, Xiu Lie’s 

speed was still faster than everyone else, pressing straight for Ye Yuan duo. 

Ye Yuan sucked in a deep breath and said to Ling Feng, “Do you trust me?” 

Ling Feng froze and immediately nodded his head. 

“Good, jump together!” Ye Yuan said in a solemn voice. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1465: A Genius’s Thoughts 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

… 

Each and every one of the fiend race powerhouses moved like lightning, dashing towards the place 

where Ye Yuan dup originally stood. They saw the back view of the two people jumping off the cliff. 

Xiu Lie’s face was extremely grim and said, “Just two initial-stage Heaven Glimpse? How did he finish off 

five squads without a sound?” 

“Your Excellency, they … probably still have other people? Two measly human Heaven Glimpse Realm 

martial artists, even if their strength is powerful, it’s also impossible to make five squads completely 

wiped out,” a subordinate said. 

Xiu Lie nodded his head and heaved a sigh as he said, “Looks like … our side here is already exposed. It’s 

already impossible to want to swoop down on Tiderain City. Our 10 years of effort is ruined overnight!” 

The others were similarly incomparably disappointed. They were originally very much looking forward to 

this battle. Who knew that news actually leaked at the eleventh hour, this made their military exploits 

be wiped out in a day. 

What they did not know was that they were actually very close to success. 

It was just too bad that Ye Yuan just happened to lose his way and came to this area, and even ran into 

the five squads who were patrolling. 

Otherwise, with Ling Feng their strength, how could they possibly send the intel back? 

“Notify Sandcliff’s side, and just say that the surprise army appearing out of nowhere on this side 

already lost effectiveness. We can only join forces to attack fiercely,” Xiu Lie said solemnly. 

He shot a glance at the natural chasm that was deep until the bottom could not be seen and said with a 

cold snort, “Those two punks got off lucky!” 
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… 

After Ye Yuan duo jumped off the cliff, their bodies plummeted at a terrifying speed. 

That speed was more than ten times faster than when they fell normally. 

The terrifying gravitational field even made them unable to adjust their falling down posture. 

Ling Feng already despaired. He felt that his body would be destroyed by this huge gravitational field 

before he even reached the bottom. 

The further down, the greater this gravitational field’s force, and the faster the speed. Ling Feng felt like 

the blood vessels in his whole body were about to burst. 

It was just that under this kind of circumstances, he could not even accomplish crying out. 

Suddenly, Ling Feng’s expression changed. His falling speed was actually slowing down. The effect of the 

gravitational field on him was actually reducing! 

This shock was by no means insignificant! 

This natural chasm, the further down, the more terrifying the gravitational field. It was not what human 

strength could contend with at all. 

Ling Feng knew that there had once been a Divine Lord Realm powerhouse who attempted to find out 

about this natural chasm’s situation. But he never came back. 

Ever since then, no one else dared to have ideas about this natural chasm. 

Ling Feng turned out and took a look at Ye Yuan, his gaze full of an incredulous look. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes were tightly shut, his body emitting a strange forcefield. 

Ling Feng did not notice it previously. Only now did he abruptly startled awake. This strange forcefield 

was currently becoming stronger at a rapid rate! 

And this forcefield was clearly what made their falling speed slow down. 

Ling Feng suddenly felt like the forcefield around them was like a spring. The further down, the stronger 

the forcefield. 

Finally, the two people’s figures abruptly stopped, suspending in midair! 

Ling Feng looked at Ye Yuan with an astonished look and said, “You … How did you do it?” 

Ye Yuan’s mind stirred, a wooden stick appeared in his hand. It was precisely the Origin Magnetism Spirit 

Wood! 

“There is a strange forcefield inside this natural chasm. It’s a great supplement to my Origin Magnetism 

Spirit Wood. The further down, the stronger this forcefield, and the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood is 

growing crazily. And now, it finally reached a state of equilibrium,” Ye Yuan smiled and said. 

Ye Yuan’s Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood was constantly brought along on him. But it had always been 

stuck at peak Tier 9 and did not break through to divine rank. 



Encountering this strange gravitational field this time, it was an opportunity for the Origin Magnetism 

Spirit Wood. 

Originally, Ye Yuan was planning on finding a chance to come over and let the Origin Magnetism Spirit 

Wood absorb the magnetic force to evolve. 

It was just that the plan could not keep up with the changes. He did not expect that they were actually 

discovered so quickly. 

Driven to the wall, Ye Yuan could only take the risk and try, jumping straight into this natural chasm. 

Sure enough, the forcefield here did not disappoint him. 

The further down, the faster the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood’s evolution. 

In this short while, the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood actually directly broke through two ranks under 

this terrifying force field, reaching the level of divine rank two! 

Ling Feng looked at the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood, shocked until he could not close his mouth. 

His back was drenched in a cold sweat. He looked at Ye Yuan with a strange look and said, “You … You’re 

using the natural chasm’s gravitational field to evolve the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood?” 

He was not really afraid earlier. But looking back now, Ling Feng felt like his legs turned soft. 

What if the evolution failed, wouldn’t the two of them have to shatter to pieces? 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Under that sort of situation, did we still have other choices? The one coming 

over earlier was a half-step Divine Lord fiend race powerhouse!” 

Ling Feng opened his mouth and stopped talking. 

Indeed, this was the best way. 

Most importantly, they won the gamble! 

However, this guy in front of him looked young, without the slightest experience. But when doing things, 

he was really crazy! 

Perhaps it was precisely because of so that he would think of joining the human race army, right? 

“But … even if you have the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood, how did you do it?” Ling Feng said in 

surprise. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “When I saw the fiend race’s flying boat earlier, I was thinking about this 

problem. This natural chasm’s gravitational field is so strong, for them to be able to overcome the 

natural chasm, they definitely made use of this gravitational field! So I was thinking, if I created a 

gravitational field too, I can use this gravitational field to produce a repulsive force or not, and I’ll be 

able to suspend in the air! Heh, trying it out, it’s indeed like so! Presumably, aboard the fiend race’s 

flying boat, they definitely created a gravitational field too, that’s how it let them be able to fly across 

the natural chasm!” 

Ling Feng stared with his mouth agape from listening. This guy was simply a genius! 



The fiend race used no idea how many years before coming up with this method. But it was cracked by 

Ye Yuan in a second. 

It was simple to say, but achieving it was absolutely not an easy thing. 

This natural chasm’s gravitational field was too strong. Wanting to neutralize this forcefield could not be 

accomplished by casually creating a flying boat with a forcefield. 

A little bit off and it could only be the outcome of the boat being destroyed and people perishing in the 

end. 

If not for so, the fiend race also would not use so many years to research such a small-scale flying boat. 

For Ye Yuan to be able to do this was because his control over the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood had 

long reached the degree of superlative heights already. 

During the process of falling, Ye Yuan had been adjusting the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood’s 

gravitational field all along, attempting to reach a state of equilibrium with the natural chasm’s 

gravitational field. 

In-between this, the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood was still evolving crazily. To be able to achieve this in 

a short several breaths of time was simply inconceivable. 

Seeing Ling Feng’s expression, Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Come on, it’s getting late. Let’s circumvent this 

section before going up, don’t walk right into the trap. Oh, right, Captain Ling, this matter of the Origin 

Magnetism Spirit Wood, hope that Captain Ling keeps it secret for me.” 

Ling Feng froze and immediately nodded his head. 

This Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood evolving to divine rank two was a rather powerful treasure. It could 

even become one of Ye Yuan’s trump cards. 

This kind of thing, Ye Yuan was naturally unwilling to let others know. 

He and Ye Yuan were just casual acquaintances and were not considered to have a very deep friendship. 

For Ye Yuan to willingly save his life was already not easy. 

After all, under this kind of circumstances, an additional person was an additional point of risk. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1466: Jealous of the Righteous and Envious of the Strong 

Being a very long impregnable pass, Tiderain City was built against a mountain, very grand. 

That city wall was just like a gate, keeping the fiend race great army out of the gates for millions of 

years. 

The fiend race was warlike. Ever since the rise of Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang, this Tiderain City became 

one of the important battlegrounds of the human and fiend, two races. 

Eminent Orchid Imperial City had once sent out several Divine Lord Realm powerhouses, attempting to 

take Tiderain City by storm. 
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River Eternal Imperial City’s side was not willing to show weakness either, similarly sending out several 

Divine Lord Realm powerhouses to deal with the enemy. 

That battle fought until the heavens turned dark and the earth dimmed, virtually collapsing Tiderain 

City. 

In the end, both sides sustained great losses. 

Those dozen over Divine Lord Realm powerhouses were almost completely annihilated. 

Ever since then, Eminent Orchid Imperial City did not dare to take Tiderain City by storm again but 

placed the focal points of the war along other lines. 

In these several million years, Eminent Orchid Imperial City and River Eternal Imperial City both had 

victories and defeats, but neither could do anything to the other. 

Because the other cities along the other borders were all exceedingly deep. Once the fiend race 

launched an attack, it was very easy to face enemies from the front and rear. 

Even if they could occasionally defeat the humans, they would be repelled by the human race’s human 

wave tactic very soon too. 

Only this Tiderain City that once breached, the fiend race army would be able to push forward 

unopposed, going straight for River Eternal Imperial City, was the most important. 

Therefore, even after so many years, the fiend race had never given up on the idea of attacking Tiderain 

City. 

Flying across the Fiend Calling Ridge was an ingenious military move. It could directly cross Tiderain 

City’s southern city wall, directly assaulting Tiderain City’s northern side. 

In contrast to the southern city walls’ countless array formations reinforcing, the northern city walls 

were undoubtedly much weaker. 

Once an army suddenly appeared from nowhere and the ambush worked, Tiderain City would surely be 

breached! 

Along the way, Zhao Bin directly shook off the others, urging divine essence to the limits, rushing back to 

Tiderain City. 

“Quickly open the city gates! Quickly open the city gates! I’m Zhao Bin under Centurion Zong Tao’s 

command, quickly open the city gates!” Zhao Bin shouted at the top of his voice, using all of his strength 

to shout at the city wall. 

Creak … 

The city gates opened. Zhao Bin used all the strength in his body to rush in. 

“Zhao Bin, why did you come back alone? Where are the rest? You’re flustered and panicky, what 

happened?” A figure came up to greet as he said rather unhappily. 



Zhao Bin froze and said, “Centurion! Things are bad! The fiend race army used no idea what kind of 

method and are charging over from the Fiend Calling Ridge’s natural chasm that side!” 

This person was precisely Zong Tao, Ling Feng’s squad’s centurion. 

Under Zong Tao, Ling Feng’s strength was the strongest, his military achievements also the most 

impressive. He could break through to middle-stage Heaven Glimpse at any time and threaten the 

centurion position of Zong Tao’s. 

Therefore, he had always been wary of Ling Feng. 

Zhao Tao’s brows furrowed and he said, “What nonsense are you saying? How can the fiend race come 

over from that side?” 

Zhao Bin said anxiously, “Lord Centurion, it’s absolutely true! We ran into five fiend race squads. Their 

captain said it personally!” 

But Zong Tao still did not believe and said, “The fiend race is cunning, what they said, you believe it too? 

Also, if you all really encountered five squads, how did you escape?” 

Zhao Bin could not help choking up as he said, “It might … it might have been some passing-through 

human senior who saved us! Lord Centurion, what I said is absolutely true!” 

Seeing that Zong Tao did not believe him, Zhao Bin was anxious until he was rent with restlessness. 

He also knew that Zong Tao was not fond of their squad. It was just that he did not expect that the 

moment he entered the city gates, the person he met was Zong Tao. 

Zong Tao frowned and said, “Fine, then I’ll ask you, how did the fiend race come over from the natural 

chasm? How many people in total came over? Who is leading the team?” 

Zhao Bin utterly collapsed, how would he know? 

“Lord Centurion, Captain has already gone to investigate the intel and might be able to rush back in a 

while! At that time, he’ll have detailed information to send back. But the military situation is urgent, this 

matter must be reported and request the great general to make a final decision!” Zhao Bin said. 

But Zong Tao was relentless and said furiously, “Zhao Bin, are you done or not? You guys went to patrol 

and didn’t find any news, and came back to talk rubbish! What if this is a rumor deliberately spread by 

the fiends, intentionally baiting us to set up a defense at the northern city gates, but they storm in from 

the southern city gates? Who’ll shoulder this responsibility? Mn? You shoulder it or me?” 

Zhao Bin was thoroughly deflated. He was rendered speechless by Zong Tao. 

Putting it bluntly, Zong Tao did not want to bear this responsibility. 

After all, it was not that incidents of the fiend race sneaking into the Fiend Calling Ridge this region 

never happened before. 

Hence, the moment Zong Tao heard it, he felt that this was not reliable. 

After all, crossing the natural chasm, this sort of thing, was too fantastical. 



Plus, Zong Tao was biased against Ling Feng’s squad to begin with. He was even less willing to report this 

matter under the circumstances where there was no conclusive proof. 

“What are you all arguing about? What happened?” 

Just as Zhao Bin was at a loss on what to do, an awe-inspiring voice sounded out. 

The moment Zong Tao heard, he hurriedly saluted and said, “Commander Wang, nothing much. This 

subordinate is too negligent in doing things, I was just lecturing him!” 

Zhao Bin was just about to speak when Zong Tao shot him a fierce look. Clearly, he was threatening him. 

Commander Wang nodded his head and said, “Mn, the patrol here is done, you all go to the southern 

city then. Recently, the fiend race had unusual activities. It seems like the army has already finished 

assembling and they are prepared to launch an attack on the southern city.” 

Finished talking, Commander Wang was just about to turn around to leave. 

Zhao Bin gritted his teeth and yelled out, “Lord Commander, this soldier has an important military intel 

to report!” 

“Shut up! How dare you be insolent in front of Lord Commander?!” 

Zong Tao did not think that this guy actually dared to disobey his orders and directly threw a kick over. 

How could Zhao Bin be Zong Tao’s match? He was directly kicked flying by him with a foot, spouting out 

a mouthful of blood with a cough. 

Commander Wang’s brows furrowed and he said, “What’s going on?” 

Zong Tao was just about to speak, but Zhao Bin ignored his injuries and screamed at the top of his lungs: 

“The fiend race … the fiend race passed through Fiend Calling Ridge’s natural moat and has already 

assembled a great army, wanting to ambush Tiderain City from the northern city!” 

Zong Tao’s expression changed and he said, “Lord Commander, don’t listen to him talk rubbish! This 

matter is yet to be verified!” 

Commander Wang’s expression similarly turned grim and he said in a solemn voice, “Just what the hell is 

the situation, let him finish!” 

… 

Ye Yuan two people made a long detour and finally slowly flew up the cliff. 

Along the way, Ling Feng had a feeling like he was dreaming. 

The Heavenspan World’s Deity Realm powerhouses were unable to fly at all. This feeling of suspending 

in the air was wondrous to the extreme. 

He had never thought that he would actually be able to fly in the air one day. 

“Younger Brother Ye, it’s really all thanks to you this time that I was snatched from the jaws of death! I, 

Old Ling, owe you a life!” Ling Feng said. 



“Huhu, Captain Ling is too courteous. You all defend Tiderain City to the death, protecting millions of 

humans behind you, how many lives do they owe you? It’s precisely because there was your shedding of 

blood on the battlefield that the other people can live and work in peace,” Ye Yuan smiled and said. 

Ling Feng’s face blushed from what Ye Yuan said, somewhat embarrassed. 

Under the pressure of the fiend race, they had no choice but to resist. 

Not resisting was death! 

“Younger Brother, Ye, what should we do now?” 

Ling Feng unknowingly already relied on Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan was able and resourceful, bold and meticulous. He actually had a sense of security beside Ye 

Yuan[1]. 

A hint of a smile flashed across Ye Yuan’s mouth and he said, “Our way back has probably already been 

cut off! Why not … we deal a thrust to the back, how’s that?” 
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Chapter 1467: Thrusting a Spear to the Back! 

At the main camp of the fiend race’s army, when Great General Sandcliff saw the message, his face was 

grim to the extreme. 

“Xiu Lie this fool, to actually fail to even handle this minor thing! For the sake of this battle today, 

Eminent Orchid Imperial City has prepared for as long as several decades! I said that he can’t take on 

this heavy responsibility, but His Excellency wouldn’t listen! Ahhhhhh, infuriating this old man to death!” 

Sandcliff roared. 

The subordinates were all silent like cicadas in winter, not daring to say anything. 

Great General Sandcliff would suddenly turn hostile and pretend not to know old friends in his rage. 

“Great General, now that it played out like this, we can only attack by force! Fortunately, the tail over 

there has already been dealt with cleanly. The army will go over from Fiend Calling Ridge unceasingly. 

The north city’s defense is much weaker than the south city. As long as we can tie down sufficient 

military strength, we can breach the city all the same!” 

The one talking was Sandcliff’s most trusted army advisor. At this time, only he dared to speak. 

Sandcliff snorted coldly and said, “This damn fool, after capturing the city, Your Father will definitely 

show him some colors! Pass orders to the army, immediately attack the city!” 

“Yes!” 

The moment the generals heard, they immediately accepted the order and left. 

... 

At the same time, inside Tiderain City’s City Lord Manor, Commander Wang and Great General Guo 

Changmin were currently listening to Zhao Bin’s military report. 
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Zhao Bin endured his injuries and recounted what he saw and heard in the forest once more, then kept 

quiet. 

Guo Changmin was as steady as a mountain, without joy nor sorrow. Musing for a moment after he 

heard the report, he asked Wang Yifeng, “How do you view this matter?” 

Wang Yifeng had clearly long pondered over it already and immediately said, “Zong Tao’s words are also 

not unreasonable. The fiend race has always been cunning. We’ve suffered quite a bit of loss before too. 

Not ruling out the possibility that they deliberately want to disperse our military strength. But ... I feel 

that it’s necessary to be on guard!” 

Hearing this, Zhao Bin also heaved a sigh in relief. 

Guo Changmin slowly said, “This matter, wait until that Ling Feng comes back before talking. If the intel 

is true, Yifeng, your Third Army will temporarily organize a defense for south city and strengthen south 

city’s defenses!” 

Wang Yifeng answered, “Yes!” 

Right then, there was a subordinate who came to report again, “Great General, a large group of fiend 

race army suddenly appeared outside the city and are already sieging the walls!” 

Came so quickly! 

Hearing this news, the faces of everyone including Guo Changming all changed drastically. 

The fiend race army’s appearance was too sudden. They did not receive any news at all! 

Guo Changmin said in a solemn voice, “How many people are there?” 

That subordinate said, “A large dense swarm; too many to count! Preliminary estimates are no lesser 

than 300 thousand people no matter what!” 

Hiss ... 

Everyone all sucked in a breath of cold air. 

An army on the scale of 300 thousand people, this kind of battle had not happened for a long time. 

Looks like this time, the fiend race came prepared! 

There were only 80 thousand elites in Tiderain City, but the fiend race had at least 300 thousand people. 

This was bound to be a dreadful battle! 

“Pass down the orders, all legions are to immediately await orders to defend the enemy from the city! 

Yifeng, your legion will divide out half of its troops and garrison north city! Immediately send people to 

Kangding City and request for reinforcements ...” 

Although Guo Changmin was shocked, he did not panic. One order after another was issued out. 

... 



Fiend Calling Ridge, by the cliff, Xiu Lie left behind a hundred-man team to receive the fiend race army 

coming from the back. 

“Really saw ghosts! I heard that Eminent Orchid Imperial City spent a huge price in order to craft these 

flying boats, transferring over a hundred pieces of magnetic divine stones from other imperial cities at a 

king’s ransom! Originally thought that we can directly capture Tiderain City with an army suddenly 

appearing out of nowhere. I didn’t expect to get off on the wrong foot, to actually be detected by the 

humans!” 

“You didn’t see Lord Xiu Lie’s expression, it was simply going to kill people!” 

“If it were me, I would also want to kill people! After Tiderain City is captured, Lord Xiu Lie can’t 

dispense with suffering Lord Sandcliff’s criticizing and ridiculing.” 

“I can’t understand until now, just who Mu Feng they all encountered, to actually have not a single one 

escape!” 

... 

Two fiend race captains were currently chatting away, very puzzled by the leaking of the intel. 

The originally seamless plan actually failed miserably at a simple task. How could it not make people 

depressed? 

At this time, a figure suddenly slowly walked out and said with a slight smile on his face, “Looks like you 

all are very interested. Why not ... I’ll tell you guys!” 

Those fiend soldiers were all suddenly startled awake, greatly astonished by a human’s appearance. 

That centurion’s brows furrowed, feeling that this person before his eyes was rather familiar. 

Suddenly, his eyes revealed a look of horror as he said in disbelief, “You ... You’re one of the humans 

who jumped off the cliff! How is this possible?! How can you possibly show up here?” 

This hundred-man team was Xiu Lie’s personal guard. This centurion was the one who followed by Xiu 

Lie’s side previously. 

Far away, he saw Ye Yuan and Ling Feng jump off the cliff, that was why he would feel that he looked 

familiar. 

But this should have been a dead person originally, how could he possibly show up here? 

When the others heard the centurion’s words, each and every one all revealed astonished looks. 

It had been unheard of that someone who jumped off the natural chasm could still come back alive! 

Ye Yuan smiled faintly and said, “Dead men don’t need to know so much!” 

The centurion’s gaze turned intent and he said with a cold sneer, “Dead men? Just the likes of you, an 

initial-stage Heaven Glimpse? Although I don’t know how you came up, you’re probably mistaken. I, this 

centurion, am not an ordinary centurion!” 



The centurion’s aura released, erupting with a powerful aura. He was actually a late-stage Heaven 

Glimpse powerhouse! 

Ordinary centurions were only middle-stage Heaven Glimpse, but the strength of Xiu Lie’s personal 

guards were a notch above ordinary soldiers. 

“Hahaha ... ignorant human, are you cracking a joke? Us personal guards, each one can fight one versus 

ten. You actually dared to come back to deliver yourself to death!” 

“Are you trying to tell us that Mu Feng they all were killed by you? Let me tell you, us captains, any one 

that randomly comes out can eradicate their squads!” 

“Humans are indeed stupid, thinking that they are terrific with a bit of strength. To actually dare come 

and provoke us, really making people die of laughter!” 

... 

Those few captains all revealed contemptuous looks, looking at Ye Yuan with disdainful expressions. 

These captains’ strengths were not ordinary. Some were even middle-stage Heaven Glimpse 

powerhouses. 

One initial-stage Heaven Glimpse challenging a hundred-man team, furthermore, they were even elites 

among elites, this was simply a joke. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “It’s all the same to me! Sending Ling Feng away, I can finally let my hands and legs 

loose and kill.” 

Ye Yuan slowly took out the Evil Extermination Sword, his figure instantly vanishing from where he was. 

Pfft! 

A captain’s head immediately exploded. Even his fiendish essence did not have time to escape. 

The moment he made his move, it killed a middle-stage Heaven Glimpse captain! 

The centurion’s gaze sharpened, finally realizing Ye Yuan’s prowess. 

“This brat isn’t simple, attack together!” the centurion said somberly. 

Ye Yuan grinned and casually sent out several Sundering Stars. 

Puu, puu, puu ... 

Several fiend race soldiers’ bodies directly exploded, instantly being garroted by the sword energy. 

Ye Yuan’s one person and one sword swept through among this hundred-man team akin to a no-man 

zone! 

The more the centurion fought, the more alarmed he became. Was this really a weak human martial 

artist? 

Looking at the hundred-man team’s numbers rapidly reducing, the centurion’s heart sunk to rock-

bottom. 



Suddenly, the centurion’s gaze turned intent, his eyes revealing a look of shock. 

Ye Yuan broke through! 
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Chapter 1468: Cutting off the Path of Retrea 

“Heh, your strength is indeed not bad; it’s not to the extent of making me too bored! Now, I can send 

you all on your way.” 

Ye Yuan’s voice sounded out faintly, sounding the funeral bell of this hundred-man team. 

Only to see Ye Yuan’s figure become a blur. They actually could not sense Ye Yuan’s traces! 

Too fast! 

Ye Yuan who broke through to middle-stage Heaven Glimpse, his strength immediately soared by a 

great margin. 

Those fiend race soldiers originally still could contend a little, but now, they were completely too weak 

to stand up to a single blow. 

The centurion had a horrified look. How could he still care about his subordinates? His figure moved, 

speeding into the distance. 

“Heh, can you escape?” 

Ye Yuan laughed coldly, his figure turning into a wisp of light smoke. That centurion did not even emit a 

scream and was directly annihilated. 

The others ran helter-skelter, but Ye Yuan would not give them the chance at all, sword drawing like the 

wind, wiping out this hundred-man team clean very soon. 

Right then, a flying boat slowly approached. 

On the flying boat, someone just happened to see the scene of Ye Yuan massacring the hundred-man 

team and shouted loudly, “What are you doing?! Human, you’re courting death!” 

The arrival’s aura was very powerful. He was actually an Origin Deity Realm fiend race powerhouses; he 

was likely a high-ranking military officer. 

Ye Yuan looked at the other party from afar. Suddenly, a hint of a mocking smile flashed across the 

corners of his mouth and he said, “The ones courting death ... are you all!” 

Then, under everyone on the fly boat’s dumbfounded gazes, Ye Yuan suddenly took a step forward. 

Ye Yuan was already standing on the edge of the cliff at this time. Another step forward and he would 

fall into the natural chasm. 

“What is he doing? Does he know that he can’t escape and is going to kill himself?” 

“This human isn’t a fool, right? To actually want to jump off the cliff to commit suicide!” 

“Goodness me, my heart is somewhat thumping from watching! Fell down! Fell down!” 
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... 

However, the reality was not like they imagined. 

Ye Yuan, his step was taken very solidly, akin to flat ground! 

Just like this, Ye Yuan stepped on the air and came. 

All of the fiend race warriors had their eyeballs pop out, looking at this scene in disbelief. 

This person could actually step on the air and fly? 

You have got to be kidding! 

Under such a terrifying gravitational field, there was actually someone capable of flying in the air! 

“Not good! What ... What does he want to do?” 

That Origin Deity Realm military officer suddenly startled awake. He discovered that right now did not 

seem to be the time to be shocked. 

Ye Yuan stepped on the air and came, what on earth was he going to do? 

“Kill him! Don’t let him approach the flying boat! Mustn’t let him draw close to the flying boat! 

The Origin Deity Realm military officer’s voice revealed exhaustion from shouting at the top of his voice 

and fear! 

He used all of his strength and struck a palm towards Ye Yuan through the air. 

The palm of an Origin Deity Realm, the power was naturally incomparably terrifying. 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan’s figure suddenly plummeted but directly avoided this palm. 

“Where is he? Where did he go?” 

“Could it be ... fell to death?” 

“Hahaha ... Lord Li Kong is mighty! That brat still wanted to play tricks. Now, see how he plays!” 

Creak. 

The voice had yet to fade when an intent tremor occurred on the flying boat and it actually tilted a little. 

All of the fiends staggered as if struck. 

“Wh-What happened? Why did the flying boat slant?” 

“Damn it! It’s that human punk! He ... He wants to turn the flying boat over!” 

“Impossible! This flying boat was forged with Dark Gold Heavy Metal. Even an Origin Deity Realm 

powerhouse can’t push it. How can he, a Heaven Glimpse Realm martial artist, possibly turn it over?” 

“H-Help! I ... I don’t want to die yet!” 



... 

On the flying boat were screams of despair everywhere. 

To these fiend race soldiers, right now was simply the end of the world. 

On the flank, a place where the group of fiend soldiers could not see, rays of golden light flooded on Ye 

Yuan’s body. At the same time, a forcefield poured out in torrents. 

This heavy flying boat actually slanted a little again. 

“HAH!” 

Ye Yuan gave a huge shout, using all of his strength to push. The flying boat was directly pushed to a 90-

degree angle. 

“Ahhh! Ahhh! Ahhh!” 

Tragic screams came over one after another. Each and every one of the fiend soldiers started screaming 

frantically. 

The moment the flying boat tilted, that horrifying gravitational field directly pulled those fiend soldiers, 

falling into the 100 thousand foot deep abyss. 

No matter how they screamed, it was of no avail. 

Even that Origin Deity Realm officer also fell into the abyss swiftly, disappearing very quickly. 

Ye Yuan stood on the flying boat, looking at this scene coldly. 

Above this natural chasm, Ye Yuan was like a fish that entered the water, while these fiend soldiers were 

like a bunch of land ducks that had never been in the water. 

No matter how high your realm, how formidable your strength, there was only being drowned to death. 

Ye Yuan waited patiently for a while. Sure enough, another flying boat came over again. 

The two banks were extremely far apart. With the visual prowess of Deity Realm powerhouses, they 

could not see the situation on the opposite bank too. 

This flying boat’s product was very crude. It could only be sent over one-way, then launch the array 

formation to return, the mobility exceedingly poor. 

As long as it was intercepted in midair, it could only be a lamb awaiting slaughter. 

This kind of flying boats’ usage was extremely narrow and limited. Without this kind of powerful 

gravitational field, it had no place to display its ability at all. 

Furthermore, the fiend race was anxious to throw it into the battlefield and did not have time to 

develop meticulously at all too. 

Hence, it benefited Ye Yuan. 



Ye Yuan waited by a tree stump for a hare to dash itself against it on this side of the shore. Half a day’s 

time, he flipped over a total of five flying boats. 

Among this, just the Origin Deity Realm experts were as many as three. 

Once they got on the flying boat, they were simply lambs awaiting slaughter; without the slightest 

strength to retaliate at all. 

Once the flying boat was tilted, the horrifying gravitational field would immediately pull them into the 

abyss! 

... 

Xiu Lie’s face was incredibly grim, his entire person appearing restless and uneasy. 

“What the hell are they doing? Why haven’t the people at the back arrived yet?!” in the dense forest, 

Xiu Lie roared. 

Ahead was Tiderain City’s northern city gates. They had been lying in wait in the dense forest all this 

while, awaiting an opportunity to attack the city. 

Except, just as they expected, Tiderain City had indeed strengthened the northern city’s defenses. 

At this time, a soldier rushed over at top speed, knelt in front of Xiu Lie, and said, “Your Excellency, 

Centurion Tong Huai and his hundred-man team had already gone missing. This subordinate waited for 

very long at the edge of the cliff, but not one flying boat came over!” 

“What did you say?!” Xiu Lie’s expression changed drastically as he yelled coldly. 

Not just Xiu Lie, the faces of those generals by his side were all white as a sheet. 

This news was simply a bolt out of the blue to them. 

Without the flying boats, they were equivalent to an isolated force. 

Although they could circle around from inside the forest, this dense forest was not suitable for their 

large-scale army to advance at all. 

There were many powerful fierce beasts inside the dense forest. Once they startled the beast herds and 

set off a beast tide, none of them could escape. 

Therefore, the region Ling Feng they all patrolled could occasionally run into small-scale fiend race 

squads. But large-scale marching could not be done at all. 

“Those two spies are already dead, could it be that there are still human powerhouses lying in ambush 

nearby? Impossible! Over a 50-mile radius has been searched through, there aren’t others at all! Who 

the hell did it? Even if Tong Huai they all ran into an Origin Deity powerhouse, it’s also impossible for not 

a single person to escape, right?” 

Xiu Lie racked his brains, but he could not figure out what was going on no matter what. 
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“Your Excellency, what should we do now?” A subordinate could not refrain from asking. 

Xiu Lie’s face was extremely grim, his gaze revealing a hint of viciousness as he said in a solemn voice, 

“We can’t wait anymore. Summon the whole army, attack the city now! We only have one path now, 

breaching the city!” 

The other generals’ faces also revealed decisive looks as they answered, “Yes, Great General!” 

Xiu Lie said in a solemn voice, “Tell them that our way out is already cut off. There’s only cutting off all 

means of retreat that we can survive!” 

The fiend race had a brutal and ruthless temperament. Cutting off all means of retreat would be able to 

trigger their courage instead. 

The fiend race army that flew over the natural chasm was roughly 30 thousand people. 

While the human army currently defending the northern city were merely several thousand people. 

This battle, who would win or lose was still unknown. 

... 

On the northern city walls, Zong Tao looked at Zhao Bin with a cold face. 

“Didn’t you say that the fiend race has infiltrated outside of the northern city? Where are they?! The 

southern city has already been fighting fiercely for three days and nights, casualties heavy, where are 

they?! Mn?” Zong Tao lectured with a ferocious look. 

Zhao Bin’s expression was very ugly. He was also not too sure anymore. 

If the fiend race army really sneaked in, they should have long launched an offensive. 

The southern city’s battle situation was abnormally tragic. E heard that the First Army had heavy 

casualties and even had their military designation canceled already. 

Of course, the fiend race’s situation was even worse. It was said that they had already lost 70 thousand 

people. 

Corpses littered the field below the southern city! 

But why hasn’t the captain returned until now? 

“Didn’t you say that Ling Feng went to spy on the enemy situation? Don’t let it be that he became a 

deserter!” Zong Tao said in a cold voice. 

Zhao Bin’s expression changed and he said, “Impossible! There’s no way the captain will be a deserter!” 

Wang Yifeng’s brows also knitted together tightly. Could it be that it was really a rumor deliberately 

spread by the fiend race? 

Right at this time, a subordinate came to report, “Commander Wang, the southern city is making an 

urgent request for help, the Fifth Army is virtually completely wiped out! The great general asks you to 

bring the northern city’s garrisoned generals and head for the southern city to support!” 



Wang Yifeng’s pupils constricted. Drawing a deep breath, he said, “Got it, I’ll bring people over at once!” 

Finished talking, he said loudly, “All generals listen up, the army will immediately set out to assist the 

southern city!” 

Hearing Wang Yifeng’s command, a glimmer of smugness flashed across in Zong Tao’s eyes. But he 

looked at Zhao Bin and said with a cold smile, “Giving false information about the military situation, 

contradicting your superior officer. After this battle, I’ll see how the few of you escape punishment by 

military law!” 

The army was already fully equipped, heading to the southern city. Quite a number of soldiers already 

started going down the city walls. 

Right then, a heaven-shaking battle-cry suddenly came from outside the northern city. 

Everyone got a huge shock and did not come back to their senses for some time. 

Zong Tao looked at the fiend race army with an astonished look, his eyes full of disbelief. 

It was actually true! 

His back dripped with cold sweat. If the great general did not partake in Zhao Bin’s opinion, the city 

would be breached in a blink of an eye now! 

“Fiend army! It’s the fiend army! Quick, defend the city!’ 

In the crowd, no idea who shouted too, finally pulling everyone back to reality. 

Wang Yifeng also drew a cold breath. It was actually true! 

The fiend race really flew over the natural moat and circled around to the northern city! 

So close! 

Just a bit more and they would be leaving the city walls. 

Once their army went down the city walls, the fiend race army would be able to jump up the city walls in 

virtually an instant! 

At that time, how could these mere several thousand people stop the fiend army? 

“Don’t panic! Everyone back in position, release the arrows!” 

Wang Yifeng mustered up divine essence, shocking all of the soldiers abruptly awake. 

The commander-in-chief was as if a sea-stabilizing divine needle. With him howling, everyone’s minds 

immediately settled down, and sure enough, started organizing a defense in a well-ordered manner. 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh ... 

The archers took their places. Countless sharp arrows tore through the air, shooting at the fiend army. 

These arrows were all specially made. The arrowheads carried a strong explosive talisman; extremely 

strong lethality towards the fiend army. 



Engaging in fierce battles with the fiend race over a long period of time, the humans naturally developed 

many ways to deal with the fiend race too. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The fiend army charging at the front immediately had a swathe collapse! 

However, those fiend soldiers all did not fear death and did not care about the deaths of their 

companions around them at all, rushing over towards the city crazily. 

Seeing this scene, Wang Yifeng’s brows furrowed. 

He sensed that these fiend soldiers’ auras were somewhat unusual. 

It seemed like ... there was a feeling of looking at death calmly in the face. 

Although the fiend race was fierce, they were not ever-victorious. 

They would also be struck with fear and be afraid of death too. 

But this fiend army in front of them was like fierce tigers breaking the dam; all of them were not fearing 

death! 

“Giant crossbowmen, prepare! There’s a half-step Divine Lord general in their army!” 

Xiu Lie’s imposing momentum was seriously too powerful. Wang Yifeng saw it with one glance and could 

not help raising the vigilance. 

These giant crossbows were produced by human artifact refining masters. It had extremely strong 

lethality towards half-step Divine Lord powerhouses too. 

Although half-step Divine Lord powerhouses were able to fly in the air, unless they had no other 

alternatives, they would not charge forward. 

“Kill, kill, kill!” 

The fiend race army’s battle-cries shook the skies, rushing below the city walls very quickly. 

Xiu Lie yelled in a cold voice, “Fiend Dragon Throwing Spear, shoot!” 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh ... 

The fiend race naturally had large-scale siege equipments too. They carried them with large-scale 

storage spaces. 

It was only to see one throwing spear after another shoot out fiercely, directly nailing on the city walls. 

There was a small portion that flew right over the city walls, directly stabbing to death a large swarm of 

human soldiers. 

With these throwing spears, those fiend powerhouses would be able to climb up. 

Deity Realm powerhouses could not fly, but their strengths were much stronger than mortals. 

As long as they were given a pivot point, they would be able to jump up the city walls very quickly. 



A tragic great battle immediately commenced. 

While at this time, Ye Yuan was currently on a hill not far away from the city, observing the situation of 

the entire battle. 

“Looks like this side can’t hold on until the reinforcements come at all!” Ye Yuan made his own 

judgment very quickly. 

“The fiend race are indeed natural warriors. Their skin is coarse and their flesh is thick. Furthermore, 

their fiend souls are very powerful. They are very difficult to kill. Humans are indeed a little weak when 

placed in front of them,” Dustless said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Luckily, I had some preparations along the way. Otherwise, I’d really be at a 

loss on what to do at this time.” 

Dustless also smiled and said, “You punk, you’re really meticulous in doing things. Even I also didn’t 

think about things to prepare for dealing with the fiend race.” 

Ye Yuan chuckled and said, “This is called preparedness averts peril!” 

On the way to Tiderain City, Ye Yuan consulted Dustless about the fiend race’s weaknesses. 

Along the way, he had indeed made quite a bit of preparation. 

Now, it indeed came in handy! 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove and Heavenly Emperor Jiu Shang had fought for many years. He 

was naturally well-aware of the fiend race’s weaknesses. 

Fortunately, there were quite a few divine essence stones given by the Myriad Treasure Tower in Ye 

Yuan’s hands. He collected quite a few good stuff along the way in various cities. 

Ye Yuan took out a small bottle. Inside the small bottle was full of green powder. 

“Heh heh, this bottle of Spiriteye Green Soul Powder is probably enough for them to choke on!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and opened the vial. Those emerald-green fine powder went with the wind very soon, 

flying into the fiend race’s main camp. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1470: Heavy Casualties 

“The fiend dogs came up! F*cking fellows!” 

“Fight it out with them!” 

The fiend race’s numbers were too many. Even with powerful bow and arrows suppressing, the fiend 

race soldiers scaled up the city walls very quickly as well. 

Following that was fighting in close quarters! 

Once they could not defend this first wave, their line of defense would be utterly crushed. 

“Pfft!” 
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A human soldier hacked at a fiend captain with a slash, shouting excitedly, “Why is this fiend dog so 

weak?” 

“My side too!” 

“So weak, one chop and it’s done!” 

“Hahaha, so weak! Chopping so satisfyingly!” 

... 

On the city wall came the human soldiers’ excited shouting. 

When Wang Yifeng saw those fiends rush up so quickly, just now, his expression changed drastically too. 

But he did not expect that these fiends that climbed up were so weak. 

Wang Yifeng secretly heaved a sigh of relief. The southern city that side definitely could not be counted 

on. He could only rely on these people to guard the northern city now! 

The most important thing was that there was a fiend race army here. Then the people sent to Kangding 

City to request reinforcements were definitely disposed of already. 

They already became an isolated city now! 

Originally, seeing the fiend soldiers climb up to the top of city walls, Xiu Lie was overjoyed in his heart. 

But very soon, his smile turned stiff on his face. Because the first wave of attack was repelled very 

quickly. 

He could not understand what in the world happened. 

Victory was clearly in sight. In a twinkle, it ended up in smoke. 

This wave directly lost several thousand people. Xiu Lie’s heart was dripping blood. 

He did not have a source of troops to replenish currently. One dead was one less! 

“Charge again for me! Charge up in one vigorous effect! Fiend Dragon Throwing Spears, continue firing 

for me!” Xiu Lie roared. 

Another large wave of assault, the circumstances were shockingly similar to just now. 

A large wave of people had clearly rushed up to the top of the city walls. They went up fast, but was 

defeated even faster! 

Once they went up to the top of the city walls, it should have been like a hot knife cutting through 

butter. But the fiend soldiers all seemed to wane, directly deflating. 

Xiu Lie’s eyes stared like wide-saucers as he roared angrily, “Charge for me! Whoever dares to take a 

step back, kill without mercy!” 

Boom! 



Xiu Lie raised his hand and it was a palm, decimating quite a number of fiend soldiers who were 

currently running back. 

Those fiend soldiers were at a loss on what to do and could only turn around and charge in the direction 

of the city walls. 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh ... 

It was another round of arrow flurry on the city walls, exploding on the fiend soldiers’ bodies. 

“Your Excellency, we can’t charge anymore!” shouted a commander as he sprinted wildly to Xiu Lie’s 

side. 

Xiu Lie’s brows furrowed and he said in a solemn voice, “What in the world is going on?” 

That commander said with a face full of sorrow, “It’s Spiriteye Green Soul Powder! Somebody spread 

Spiriteye Green Soul Powder at the wind-gap!” 

The moment Xiu Lie heard, his expression changed greatly and he shouted fiercely, “Come back! All 

come back for me!” 

Those fiend soldiers were just about to rush up. Hearing Xiu Lie’s roar, they immediately turned around 

and ran back. 

This back and forth was like walking a dog, looking incomparably comical. 

“Hahaha! Fiend dogs, come on up!” 

“Weren’t you very fierce just now? Come on up! Grandpa is waiting for you here!” 

“A bunch of craven dogs, you all come up! Weren’t you very cocky earlier?” 

... 

On top of the city walls, the human soldiers all started shouting excitedly. 

Repelling the fiend race’s two waves of offensive in a row, killing five to six thousand fiends, each and 

every one of them was incomparably excited. 

The human’s side only paid a very small price. 

Although they won rather bafflingly, this did not hinder their extremely swelled up mentality. 

Xiu Lie’s expression was unbelievably grim as he asked that commander, “You’re sure that it’s the 

Spiriteye Green Soul Powder?” 

That commander said, “Absolutely! Furthermore, this Spiriteye Green Soul Powder’s purity is very high. 

Just now, I only sucked in a small mouthful and almost can’t muster up any fiendish essence!” 

Xiu Lie drew a cold breath and said in shock, “So powerful? How can there possibly be someone who 

grasps the Spiriteye Green Soul Powder’s refining method among the humans?” 

Spiriteye Green Soul Powder did not have any effect on humans. But against fiends, especially low-

ranking fiends, it had a terrifying effect. 



Once this thing drifted along with the wind, it would become colorless and tasteless. 

Even inhaling a grain of powder would also make the fiend’s fiendish essence unable to muster up, and 

could only be at people’s mercy. 

However, while this thing was formidable, even in the fiend race, extremely few people were able to 

refine it too. 

In fact, those who knew that it existed were very few as well. 

He did not expect that there was actually someone who knew how to refine Spiriteye Green Soul 

Powder. This was simply grievous news to them. 

“Damn it! Who the hell is it, opposing us in every way?” 

Xiu Lie was simply almost going crazy. This invisible opponent made him feel extremely uneasy. 

First was cutting off his path of retreat, then was the Spiriteye Green Soul Powder. This guy still had no 

idea how many methods! 

At this point, Xiu Lie would rather have a good fight with the other party. 

But, he did not know who the opponent was at all! 

“Your Excellency, what should we do now?” asked a subordinate who was also at a complete loss. 

Xiu Lie’s expression flickered incessantly. Suddenly, he made up his mind and said in a solemn voice, 

“Whole army, launch an attack! Everyone, hold your breath and charge up in one vigorous effort! They 

only have several thousand people. As long as we can charge inside, Tiderain City will definitely be 

captured! All of the Origin Deity Realm commanders charge in front for me!” 

The subordinates’ expressions changed and they said, “Your Excellency, do you have assurance in 

avoiding the giant crossbows?” 

Xiu Lie said solemnly, “No assurance! But carry on waiting and we’re still dead! This hidden opponent is 

too terrifying. I feel that we’ve always been led by the nose by him. He clearly wants to delay us right 

now. Most likely ... the reinforcements are already on the way!” 

The subordinates were taken aback with horror and said, “No way! The people sent out of the city to 

request for reinforcements were all disposed of by us!” 

Xiu Lie’s expression was very ugly as he said, “We have no way out anymore! Not capturing the city, 

we’ll have to die! Can’t carry on wasting time! Attack!” 

“Yes!” 

Under Xiu Lie’s command, all of the commanders followed him and charged straight out. 

Xiu Lie came before the army and shouted fiercely, “Everyone, follow me! You’re not allowed to take a 

step back! Kill!” 

Done talking, he leaped, directly flying toward the city walls! 



Wang Yifeng’s expression changed and he said sternly, “Giant crossbowmen, shoot him down for me!” 

Swoosh! 

A terrifying sharp arrow tore through the air and arrived, with virtually no time interval! 

A mighty expert like Xiu Lie was too late to even react and only had time to slant his body a bit. 

“Pfft!” 

Xiu Lie gave a muffled groan. A large hole was directly shot out in his chest! 

Wang Yifeng sighed in pity inwardly. If it could hit Xiu Lie’s vital areas, it would be able to take his life. 

But this blow already heavily injured Xiu Lie. 

In this short while, a group of commanders already leaped up to the top of city walls. Those fiend 

soldiers followed closely behind. 

Of course, the price paid was very heavy too. 

This wave of attack, the fiend race had a large group of casualties again, and already lost one-third! 

The Spiriteye Green Soul Powder was still continuing. A large swathe of fiend soldiers that rushed up the 

city walls fell down again. 

Xiu Lie ignored the injuries on his body, leaping up, directly flying up to the top of city walls. 

But at this time, a figure quietly circled around to the back of the fiend race army. 


